In the transport processes of plastic-films, wrinkling is sometimes generated due to misalignment of roller. To avoid the wrinkling, it is effective to reduce the web tension. However, under the low web tension, the traction inevitably falls as transport velocity increases due to air entrainment and is accompanied by the onset of slip. This paper examined such a trade-off relation between the wrinkling generation due to roller misalignment and onset of slip. At first, the prediction models for slippage and wrinkling are formulated based on the contact mechanics. Moreover, the observation method of wrinkling generation and slip was presented and the critical misalignment angle, critical web tension to generate wrinkling and slip onset velocity were measured for various operation conditions. Five types of PET (polyethylene terephthalate) films were used for measurements. From the experimental and theoretical results, the effects of roller velocity, anisotropic Young's modulii and film thickness on the relation between the roller misalignment and web tension were made clear. As a summary of experimental and theoretical works, the stable transportation map was newly introduced for protecting both wrinkling and slip.
Introduction
In recent years, the commercial market of flat panel display such as liquid crystal film is increasingly expanded, and the improvement of the quality of handling system for the production of continuous thin flexible films (hereafter called web) is strongly required. Especially, to establish the web handling technology for preventing the serious web defects such as scratches due to the slippage between the web and roller and wrinkling of webs is the most important engineering problems to be solved quickly in the web handling industries.
In the web transport processes, the webs are driven by the traction generated at the interface between the web and roller. The traction inevitably falls as transport velocity increases due to an air entrainment and is accompanied by the onset of slippage. As a result, the traction limits the productivity of webs. Therefore, an understanding of traction between the web and roller and a formulating the prediction model of slip onset condition, are clearly desirable. At the same time, when the web wrinkles are generated in the handling processes, the wrinkles immediately result in quality loss, so it is also very important to predict and prevent the wrinkles.
On the modeling of traction between the web and roller, Good et.al (1) obtained the empirical formula to express the effective friction coefficient which covers the boundary, mixed and fluid film lubrication regimes. Based on the formula mentioned above, Hashimoto et.al (2) proposed the theoretical model to predict the slip onset velocity and compared the predicted results by the model with the measured data. On the other hand, Good et.al (1) proposed the theoretical model for predicting the generation of wrinkling of isotropic web based on the linearized buckling theory. Moreover, Hashimoto (3) extended the Good's model to anisotropic webs like papers and compared the predicted results with the measured data. In these papers, the empirical formula for the effective friction coefficient mentioned above was used. However, this model of effective friction coefficient is not an essential because it was derived by approximating directly the empirical data of friction coefficient in the mixed lubrication regime as a simple linear function and there was no theoretical background. In this paper, the prediction model for slippage and wrinkling are newly formulated using the effective friction coefficient based on the contact mechanics between the web and roller, and the predicted results are compared with the measured data to verify the applicability of the model. 
Nomenclature

Theoretical Modeling
Effective friction coefficient
The occurrence of web defects such as slippage and wrinkling strongly depends on the magnitude of friction coefficient between the web and roller. As the web transport velocity increases more and more, the friction coefficient becomes lower and lower due to the effect of air entrainment into the gap between the web and roller, and this type of friction coefficient is called "effective" friction coefficient. According to Good et.al (1) , the effective friction coefficient is given by the following empirical formula; where the composite rms roughness σ is defined as follows. The effective friction coefficient in Eq. (1), however, was obtained directly from the measured data and there is no guarantee of its theoretical validity. Therefore, in this paper the effective friction coefficient is newly formulated based on the contact mechanics proposed by Greenwood and Williamson (4) . Figure 1 shows the interface between the web and roller. Usually, the friction condition between the moving web and the rotating roller is considered as mixed lubrication condition as shown in Fig.2 .
From Fig.2 , the force balance equations in the normal and tangential directions are given, respectively, as follows;
Dividing Eq.(3) by the total normal force N, the following equations are obtained;
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where the friction coefficients μ eff and μ c are defined, respectively, by;
and the friction coefficient μ f is determined by the fluid film lubrication theory as follows.
Usually, the web is transported under the condition of U r =U w , and then from Eq.(4) through Eq.(7), the effective friction coefficient is expressed as follows. Following the same manner proposed by Greenwood and Williamson (4) , assuming that the probability density of asperity height of surface roughness follows the Gaussian distribution and the geometry of asperity can be treated as a semi-sphere as shown in Fig.3 , the normal contact force N c is determined as follows; Figure 4 shows an example of the measured data on the probability density of surface roughness height for PET film. As can be seen in the figure, the exponential model reasonably agrees with the Gaussian model and measured data.
On the other hand, the total normal force N is expressed as; 
where the parameter α is defined as ;
and E and r in Eq.(13) mean the equivalent Young's modulus and curvature of surface asperities of web and roller, respectively.
When χ c =1, the effect of hydrodynamic lubrication will disappear. And then, substituting χ c =1 into Eq.(12), the critical air film thickness changed from mixed lubrication condition to solid contact condition, h cr , is obtained as follows.
Summarizing these results, the effective friction coefficient based on the contact 
Slip onset condition
From Fig.6 , using the Euler's belt theory the traction torque transmitted between the web and roller is given as; ( ) ( )
On the other hand, the slip onset condition between the web and roller is expressed as;
Equating Eq.(16) and Eq.(17) and solving with respect to μ eff , the effective friction coefficient to start slippage, μ sp , is obtained as follows. 
In the actual web handling lines, the resistance torque fr I + ω in Eq. (18) 
According to Hashimoto (5) , the averaged air film thickness between the web and roller is given by the following equation. 
and the slip onset tension T sp for the fixed velocity U r is also obtained as follows. (24)
Wrinkling onset condition
According to Hashimoto (3) , the wrinkling onset condition for both isotropic and anisotropic webs is given by the following two equations; where the critical buckling stress σ zcr is given as; 
When the misalignment angle of roller, θ, exceeds θ wk in Eq.(25) and at the same time the web tension, T, becomes larger than T wk in Eq. (26), the wrinkles will be generated on the center line of the web wrapped over the roller.
Substituting μ eff from Eq. (15) Summarizing these results, the safety operation region without slippage and wrinkling for the fixed velocity is expressed as follows. 
Experimental Verifications
To verify the applicability of the prediction model for slippage and wrinkling developed in the former chapter, the slip and wrinkling onset conditions were observed and measured by the experimental apparatus as shown in Fig. 7 .
The endless type of test film⑦ was supported by the five rollers. The tension was applied by the tension control roller②, and the magnitude of tension was measured by the load cell① and displayed on the tension unit⑥. The test roller③ was driven by the driving motor⑧ through a belt. In the experiment of slip onset condition, the velocities of transported film and roller were measured by LDV⑨ and the slip ratio defined by the flowing equation was immediately calculated. 
When the slip ratio reached to 0.01, we have judged the onset of slippage and the roller velocity at that time was recorded as the slip onset velocity U sp . On the other hand, in the experiment of wrinkling generation, the misalignment angle of test roller was changed continuously by the angle adjustable mechanism④ from 0 to 1.5 deg. A procedure for the observation of wrinkles was to fix step by step the web tension for a given velocity and to increase slowly the misalignment angle of roller until the wrinkling was generated completely. The critical angle for generating wrinkling was read through the pitch of angle adjustable mechanism with micro-screw, and recorded by the video-recorder 
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Vol. 4, No. 1, 2010 at the same time. The test conditions are listed in Table 1 . In both experiments, five types of PET films as listed in Table 2 were used as test webs, which are manufactured specially for this research work. Figure 8 shows the variation of slip onset velocity with tension for the test film③ in Table 2 . As can be seen in the figure, the predicted results by Eq.(15) agree well with the measured data and the predicted results by Gaussian model, but the predicted results based on Eq.(1) become smaller about 10% than the measured data. Figure 9 shows the predicted results of slippage, wrinkling and safety regions under various test conditions with measured data, in which the white plots mean the onset of slippage and the black plots mean the generation of wrinkling, respectively. The effect of web velocity on the safety region is presented in Fig.9(i) . As the web velocity increases, the slip onset tension also increases and the slippage region becomes larger. At that time, the wrinkling onset tension increases considerably and the wrinkling region becomes smaller. The effect of anisotropic Young's modulli on the safety region is shown in Fig.8(ii) . As the anisotropic ratio of Young's modulli ζ 1 (=E z /E x ) increases, the wrinkling onset tension increases slightly but the slip onset tension is never changed. The critical misalignment angle to generate wrinkling, however, considerably increases with an increase of the anisotropic ratio ζ 1 . As a result, the safety region without both slippage and wrinkling is remarkably enlarged. The effect of web thickness on the safety region is demonstrated in Fig.9 (iii). The slip onset tension is not affected by the web thickness but the wrinkling onset tension becomes larger with an increase of web thickness, and therefore the safety region is enlarged. As can be seen in the figure, the predicted results for both slippage and wrinkling reasonably agree with the measured data, so we can make the stable web transportation map as shown in Fig.8 by the present model for preventing slippage and wrinkling simultaneously.
Conclusion
In this paper, the theoretical prediction model for the generation of slippage and wrinkling was newly developed based on the contact mechanics between the web and roller. The predicted results by this model were compared with the measured data under various test conditions and the reasonable agreements were obtained between them. As a summary of the present work, the stable web transportation map for preventing both slippage and wrinkling effectively was introduced.
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